Greetings to All …

*Ignorance is simply the Lack-of-Wisdom … When Wisdom is present, Ignorance is not*

One of the ways ignorance manifests itself, is through this thing called ‘greed’ that fills the human mind …

Ignorance can also be associated from the fact, that, generally speaking, the human mind is unaware for the succession of things … causes, effects, conditions, causes… From ignorance and greed, springs desires for things that are, in fact, unobtainable, but for which many persons restlessly and blindly search …

Because of this ignorance and greed, many persons imagine discriminations where, in the Reality of Life, there are no discriminations …

This thing called, ‘right-and-wrong’, is simply an act, a thought, an idea, a judgement of the mind … perception only … perceived by your own mind …

Because of ignorance, persons are always thinking thoughts of their own personal judgements. As a result, the same persons, become attached to their beliefs, to their ignorance, and pass on their judgements to others… It is the judgemental person, making their own deeds and thoughts to compare, and whilst this is quite fine for their own learning experience, it can, in many cases, get 'enforced' and 'entrenched' into sons, daughters, friends…

There is a difference between the 'discriminating-mind' and the discerning-mind' … One is in judgement, and the other, simply sorting out 'what-is-what' …

For example, the discriminating mind when seeing a certain car colour, will think, “Oh, that colour is terrible, how can buy such a car looking like that...”

The discerning mind, will think, “Oh, that colour is not quite for me, however, I am sure that others will like it ...”

Eventually, the discerning mind transcends to another type of thought, of mind, and it is one that neither discerns nor discriminates …. it is one that simply accepts the colour with no-thought, and simply continues to enjoy, embrace, and accept all and everything…

The mind of ignorance is the start of minds... it is for growing, for learning, for expanding... It has to start somewhere … It is quite blank from its first start, countless incarnations ago, many, many lives ago …

The discriminating ignorant mind grows with the conditioned-ego …

The demanding, craving-of-desires, feeds the mind and keeps it in foolish thought … Foolish thoughts, with growing ego, growing judgements and growing discriminations keeps the mind in ignorance so great, that it clouds the mind …

The mind gets clouded so great, that the Truth is hidden… However, like the sun still shines when hidden beyond thunderstorm clouds, Truth still exists … and is still present at all times …

Drop the judgements, and the ignorance fades away. Truth is then revealed …

... So Be It …